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active anti-fascist anti-Semitism Anton Ivanov army Avram awarded Balkan Bojan Danovski born Botev Bulgarian Bulgarian Communist Party Bulgarian Jews camps Christo comrades cultural David Ovadia death delo demonstration deportation Dimitar Peshev district economic Evreiski Vest fascist Fatherland Front committee fighting German guerrilla Haskovo Hitlente ibid Israel issue Jambol Jewish community Jewish Fatherland Front Jewish origin Jewish population Jewish problem Jews in Bulgaria Kicheto King Boris Kjustendil Kumanovo labour Ladino lived Macedonia Maiko March mladezh monarcho-fascist National Assembly Nazil newspaper organization Ottoman participation partisan Patriotic perished Philippopolis Plovdiv Poem poet police political protest Republic of Bulgaria revolutionary rian Rozanes social socialist Sofia Solomnon songs Soviet Stanke Dimitrov started stations struggle synagogue theatre Tiko tion Todor Todor Zhivkov took town underground Varna victory Vidin workers writers YCL members young youth Yuchbunar
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